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The Armed Forces Special Protection Act (AFSPA) is a legislation which aims to protect
the national security in situations of international disturbances. It legitimizes deployment
of the army in areas in which the civil administration may notify as disturbed areas. Though
the objective of the act is to secure peace and order in disturbed areas, however it poses
grave concerns to the human rights of the people living in those areas. In many instances,
it is reported that the cases of human rights abuse have committed by the forces with
impunity. As narrated above, the object of the AFSPA is to bring the peace and stability
in the disturbed areas, contrary to this basic objective there are allegations that the army
uses excessive force while implementing. Human reports and commission established by
the Government of India found and argued that this legislation has not achieved its
objective to curb the militancy and insurgency and restore normalcy in the affected areas.
Further it is argued that the use of armed forces should be limited in a democracy and
prolonged deployment of army may shows the reluctance of the government to address the
issue through a democratic and constitutional process. Even in state like Nagaland
designated as disturbed area, whereas it has not seen hostilities since decades and no
casualty has been reported. In light of this existing situation the current study analyses the
role of AFSPA in the state of Nagaland and its ramification in the security of the state.
The study also tries study the historical background of the clamping of the AFSPA in the
state of Nagaland and problems of human since its implementation. Finally, it argues that
ways and means in which the interest and rights of the people of Nagaland to be protected
under the constitutional mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
AFSPA - Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act (AFSPA), is an Act of the Parliament of
India which was passed on 11 September 1958. It is a law with just six sections granting
special powers to the Indian Armed Forces in what the act terms as "disturbed areas" 1.
Under this designated disturbed area all security forces and security personnel are given
unregulated and unaccounted power to carry out their operations. Even a non-commission
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officer have the power to detain and shoot to kill based on mere suspicion that it is necessary
to do so in order to maintain “law and order in the disturbed area”2.
AFSPA gives the security forces wide powers to shoot, detain, search and arrest to
whomever they suspect without being accounted for just in the name of “aiding the law
and order of the society”. It was first applied to the North Eastern states of Assam and
Manipur and was amended in 1972 to extend to all the seven states in the north- eastern
region of India. The “seven sister” states of Tripura, Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram,
Meghalaya, Nagaland and Manipur. The implementation of this act has always been
marred with controversies and human rights abuse. Many human rights watchdogs have
reported about the incidents of arbitrary detention, torture, rape, looting by security
personnel in the areas where this act is being enforced.
Research Problem
If we look closely, the objective of AFSPA is to provide law and order in the places where
the normal order-ness has been disturbed but quite on the contrary this Act provides the
security personnel with absolute powers without being accounted for. This leads to various
atrocities and human rights violation by the security agencies.
The research looks to analyze the act and its provisions and identify human rights violation
in the state of Nagaland in the due course of the Act in effect in the state by the security
personnel and also analyze the present scenario and applicability of the Act to the present
problems. The research aims to suggest reforms and recommendations to be brought up in
the Act to ensure no such human rights violation and misuse of power occurs.
Legal Provisions
Act was enacted in 1958 to bring the “disturbed areas” termed by the government of India
under control. The government considers those areas by reasons of differences or disputes
between members of different religious, racial language or regional groups or castes or
communities3.
The Section(3) of AFSPA Act empowers the governor of the state or union territory to
issue an official notification on The Gazette of India, following which the centre has the
authority to send in armed forces for civilian aid. There is no clarity whether the governor
requests for the troops or the center sends the troops on its own.
Once declared ‘disturbed’ the region is maintained as disturbed for a period of three months
straight, according to The Disturbed Areas (Special Courts) Act, 1976. The government
of the state can suggest whether the Act is required in the state of not. The different
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sections of the act may be applicable to the different states depending upon the conditions4.
The Act is non uniform in nature and have different statuses for different states.
Scope and Objective of The Study
In this background, various Human Rights activist have brought froth the various atrocities
and gross human rights abuse done by the security forces in the areas where AFSPA is still
under force. This Act has often been argued and put forward as one of the draconian law
passed by the Indian Parliament. Critics argue that due to this Act the security personnel
are immune to the violations of the Article 21 and 22 of Indian Constitution. They have
put forth the various instances of these violations. Based on these issues raised, the essay
deals examine the relevance of these incidents to the misuse of power granted under
AFSPA. This essay exclusively deals with some of the questions regarding the violation of
human rights by the enforcement of AFSPA.
AFSPA has been implemented in many states and its effect in each state varies accordingly.
But the fundamental issue of human rights abuse and violation of Article 21 and 22 remains
the same5. This essay does not deal Due to some constraints this essay only examines and
analyze the impact of AFSPA in the lives of people in the state of Nagaland only. The
situation and atrocities reported by various media in the state has come up to the attention
of the world. These incidents, further challenges the enforcement of the Act in India. Here,
I am categorically using this statement as it is a challenge, because it is been more than five
decade, but the violation of the Article 21 and 22 still continues to occur and people still
suffer from worst form of atrocities by the state. This essay will confine to the three major
issues, primarily it seeks to examine the relevance of immunity granted to armed forces.
Second, it seeks to analyse the difficulties arose due to the enforcement of this Act and
human rights abuse. Thirdly, essay seeks critically examine the various recommendations
and regulations being suggested to amend this act.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The foundation of Armed Forces Special Powers Act can be traced back to the colonial
era. When India was under British rule, on August 15,1942 Lord Linlithgow, the then
viceroy of India, promulgated the Armed Forces Special Powers (Ordinance) to suppress
the Quit India Movement launched by Mahatama Gandhi a week earlier6. Mahatama
Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru and most prominent leaders of the Indian National Congress
were imprisoned. Indian started protesting and they targeted and burned down police
offices and railway and telegraph lines, in order to secure the release of their leaders which
the British saw as hindrance to the war effort against an impending Japanese invasion on
the Burmese front. Linlithgow responded with brutal force: 2,500 were killed in police
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mass shootings on Indian protesters, tens of thousands were arrested, rebellious villages
were torched, and protesters were flogged and tortured.
Few years into Indian independence, Jawaharlal Nehru faced the insurgency of Nagas. In
1954 the Nagas began their insurgency for their independence. Indian government
responded by sending in thousands of army soldiers and personnel from the Assam military
to tackle the insurgency.
To provide legal sanction to its counterinsurgency plans and provide legal assistance to the
military involved in the operations, the Nehru government in 1958 passed the Armed
Forces Special Powers Act in the Indian parliament without much opposition7. Very few
opposed this legislation.
Nehru acted on the similar lines as once Lord Linlithgow acted to crush the rebellion.
Linlithgow acted to crush the rebellion for Quit India Movement with violence and legal
protections of the Armed Forces Special Powers Ordinance. “No infirm government can
function anywhere. Where there is violence, it has to be dealt with by government,
whatever the reason for it may be,” Nehru told the Indian parliament. And Nehru’s soldiers
in Nagaland mirrored the ruthlessness of the British forces in India. The stories of burned
houses, villages and rice stacks were endless. Individuals were tied up and beaten
mercilessly. The fathers, brothers and the sons were bayonetted to death and the mothers,
sisters and daughters were raped8.
The discontent wasn’t limited to the Nagas. The signs of trouble was started to seen in the
former princely state of Manipur. A separatist militant group seeking independence from
India, the United National Liberation Front, was formed in Manipur and resorted to
violence. Many other such groups came up. India responded by declaring Manipur a
“disturbed area” and imposed the Armed Forces Special Powers Act in late 1980. A brutal
cycle of insurgency and counterinsurgency has continued ever since, claiming several
thousand lives.
FACILITATING VIOLATIONS OF RIGHTS
Initially the Act was limited to the north-eastern states of Assam and Manipur to curb
insurgency by Naga militants. The 1972 amendment led to the implementation of AFSPA
in all the seven north eastern states: Assam, Tripura, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Mizoram,
Arunachal Pradesh and Manipur. Similar laws were also implemented in the state of
Punjab from 1985 to 1994. A version of it still active in Jammu & Kashmir from 1990.
The powers that the AFSPA extends to the armed forces come into force once an area
subject to the Act has been declared “disturbed” by the central or state government. This
declaration is not subject to judicial review. Article 21 of Indian Constitution which
declares right to life as a fundamental right is violated by section 4(a) of the AFSPA, which
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grants power to the armed forces to shoot to kill in law enforcement situations without
regard to international human rights law restrictions on the use of lethal force. Lethal force
is broadly permitted under the AFSPA if the target is part of an assembly of five or more
persons, holding weapons, or “carrying things capable of being used as weapons.” The
terms “assembly” and “weapon” are not defined9. The Article 22 of Indian Constitution
states that no person arrested can be detained in custody without being informed and also
it is requisite that any person arrested is to be produced before nearest magistrate within a
time period of twenty-four hours of arrest. On the face of it AFSPA leads to arbitrary
detention which is clearly the violation of the said principles in Article 22. The right to
liberty and security of person is violated by section 4(c) of the AFSPA, which fails to protect
against arbitrary arrest by allowing soldiers to arrest anyone merely on suspicion that a
“cognizable offence” has already taken place or is likely to take place in the future. Further,
the AFSPA provides no specific time limit for handing arrested persons to the nearest
police station. Section 5 of the AFSPA vaguely advises that those arrested be transferred
to police custody “with the least possible delay.” 10 Section 6 of AFSPA provides the officers
with immunity against any legal proceedings against them thus violating the right to seek
remedy under Indian Constitution. This section of the AFSPA prohibits even state
governments from initiating legal proceedings against the armed forces on behalf of their
population without central government approval. The AFSPA has also had the opposite
effect to that intended by the Indian government: in each state where the AFSPA has been
implemented and soldiers have been deployed, the armed forces have become a symbol of
oppression and an object of hate. Human rights violations have served to fuel conflicts and
act as a recruiting sergeant for militant groups in many parts of the country. Arbitrary
detention, torture, and the killing of peaceful critics have had the effect of closing
democratic and peaceful paths of opposition, forcing organizations underground and
fueling a growth in militancy.
THE POSITION OF AFSPA IN NAGALAND AFTER 59 YEARS
Almost 6 decades have been passed since the AFSPA was first introduced in the state of
Nagaland in April,1958. The Act was first introduced in the Naga soil to crush the Naga
insurgency to defend their declared independence. The political and the historical situation
in which the Act was introduced was the situation of a war. The government mobilized its
troops to fight the insurgents. The troops deployed were assisted by the Indian Air Force,
heavy artillery and mechanized tanks. Very soon the casualties began to come up. Hundreds
of Naga villages burned to ashes and hundreds of Nagas died from the bullets, bombs,
starvation and disease. This war was projected as the situation of law and order breakdown
by the Indian government. It was war in which the tiny Nagaland tried to defend its
independence whereas the might India tried to impose its independence on the Nagas in
the most brutal way possible. The AFSPA was coined down to protect the perpetuators of
the war from any judicial action against them. The Act which gave the Indian soldiers
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sweeping powers like searching without search warrants, arresting without arrest warrants,
and even shooting to death on mere suspicion is a most illegal act enacted in the annals of
human legal history. In fact, it is an Act that negates and even nullifies the very concept
and principles of law. This is because here is an act that says a person can be shot to death
on mere suspicion when the Law says “A person is innocent until proven guilty.”11 This
Act in short violates the Articles 21 and 22 of the Indian Constitution denying the Nagas
of their right to life12. Ever since the implementation of AFSPA in Nagaland there have
been various reports of human rights abuse few of them which has been highlighted in the
chapter. There was an incident, recorded in a letter to the Peace Mission by the members
of the Village Panchayat of Khuivi under Zunobetuo district. They wrote that the family
members of the National workers were separated and punished in the army concentration
at Atukuzu under Zunobetuo district for eight months in 1959. It was reported that on 4th
April 1959, in Akutuzu the Indian army raided the camp of the Home Guards and shot
dead four Home Guards. The Army Post Commander at Akutuzu ordered the villagers to
re-excavate and bring the remains of the victims to his post. The villagers were punished
by being made to dig the ground and erect army bashas (camps) at Zunheboto for seven
days. Further, on 18th April, 1960 ten villages were grouped along with Atukuzu, Vishepu,
Kilo Old Khukiye, Lukhai, Tukunasami, Sheipu, Nunumi, Satakha old and new. Besides
this, the villagers were reported to have been treated discriminately. They even introduced
forced labour by making the villagers above the age of twelve carry the stocks on their back
for transportation of military goods13. A report of the Naga Hills Rehabilitation
Committee submitted to the Naga National Council mentioned that up to December 1960
many Christian Churches were damaged, burnt and destroyed in several parts of Nagaland.
For instances, in Angami areas 37 Churches were burnt and 12 damaged, in Chakhesang
areas 18 and 20 Churches were burnt and damaged respectively, in Lotha areas 3 and 15,
Rengma areas 5 and 7, Sema areas 41 and 21, Yimchunger areas 5 and 5 and in Konyak
and Sangtam areas 10 and 3 Churches respectively were burnt by the Indian army.14
Further, in one of the Ao Naga inhabited areas, the Indian army even carried out a policy
Known as 'earth-scorch Policy' in 1960. By this policy they intended to flush out all the
Naga armies taking shelter in the jungles and at the same time destroy all their hideouts.
The total area of jungle burnt accounted to 351,840 acres or 549 square miles.15
THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE ACT
With the enforcement of the AFSPA in Nagaland, an analysis of the opinion of both the
Indian army and the State police strongly indicate that there is a positive result in curbing
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insurgency and maintenance of low and order. They further said that this Act should
continue to remain enforced in Nagaland to bring about complete peaceful situation and
economic progress and development. According to the opinion expressed by the Ihdian
army and State police the Act has been effective in achieving its objective of maintaining
law and order in the State to a certain extent. On the other hand, there is no denying the
fact that there has been excessiveness on the part of some Indian armed personnel while
performing their duties such as rape, torture, atrocities, etc., which have been alleged by
members of the public as well as victims who themselves comprised the sample in the study.
Such allegations are supported by reports appearing in newspapers and other media. The
very fact that various inquiry committees were constituted by the law enforcing agencies
whenever such allegations are made show that there could be some truth against such
atrocities. The data collected from the second group comprises of the victims, family
members of the deceased victims and the NGOs. As they share the same opinion regarding
the army they are placed in the same group. These groups believed that the enforcement
of AFSP A has indeed resulted in gross violations of human rights in Nagaland. From the
questionnaires and interviews conducted it revealed that most of the victims were arrested,
shot death, some detained or taken into custody and whose whereabouts are not known till
today. All these usually took place while the Indian armies were conducting operations.
Further, it is found that most of the victims were illiterate and were not at all aware about
the reason leading to the enforcement of the AFSPA 1958 neither about the provisions of
the Act nor are they aware of their rights. Some prominent knowledgeable citizens of
Nagaland also expressed their opinion saying that the presence of the Indian army in
Nagaland has really affected their day today life as random checking at regular frequency
in all areas of Nagaland, creating fear-psychosis in the minds of the people that they may
be arrested, harassed, physically assaulted, etc., merely on ground of suspicion became the
order of the day following the enforcement of AFSPA 195816.
PRESENT SITUATION IN NAGALAND
After 59 years of imposition of AFSPA, the state has seen a decline in the cases of
insurgency, extortion killings, kidnapping and other crimes. They are still there under the
belt, but are well below the acceptable rate that the state police can take over and the army
is no longer needed to maintain the law and order on the state as for AFSPA it is required
that an area to be designated to be as a “disturbed area”. But Nagaland clearly is far away
from being disturbed. No single soldier has suffered casualty in the state of Nagaland in
the past decade and there has been appeal from the state government to remove the Act
from the state but to no avail. The Act has become the symbol of oppression and hate
towards the army in the state. The Act is the perpetuator of the rights abuse by the army
and till the time being it’s in force the people of Nagaland will be denied their right to
freedom which is a fundamental right according to the Indian Constitution. The Act need
to remove from the state to restore the normalcy that is been deprieved to the people of the
16
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Nagaland for almost six decades. That’s the least we can do for the people who have already
suffered a lot under oppression.
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